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Abstract

Social media platforms give rise to an abundance of posts and
comments on every topic imaginable. Many of these posts ex-
press opinions on various aspects of society, but their unfalsi-
fiable nature makes them ill-suited to fact-checking pipelines.
In this work, we aim to cluster such posts into a small set
of core claims, that capture the essential claims related to a
given topic. Understanding and visualizing these claims can
facilitate more informed debates on social media. As a first
step towards systematically identifying the underlying claims
on social media, we introduce, PAPYER , a fine-grained
dataset of online comments related to hygiene in public re-
strooms, which contains a multitude of unfalsifiable claims.
We present a human-in-the-loop pipeline that uses a combina-
tion of machine and human kernels to discover the prevailing
claims and show that this pipeline outperforms recent large
transformer models and state-of-the-art unsupervised topic
models.

Introduction
Social media platforms have changed the ways information
is produced, disseminated, and consumed, creating new op-
portunities along with complex challenges. One of these
challenges is how to grasp, use, and interpret a large corpus
of text from online discussion.

Several works (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003; Churchill and
Singh 2021; Thompson and Mimno 2020; Moody 2016; Sia,
Dalmia, and Mielke 2020) aim to distill large documents
either through topic modeling or document summarisation.
Our work falls into this category, however, we focus on iden-
tifying unfalsifiable claims in fine-grained topic-specific dis-
cussions. One of our long-term motivations to discover un-
falsifiable claims is to complement fact-checking pipelines
that currently do not have a use for unfalsifiable claims.
Concretely, a statement such as “Queen Elizabeth II was
born in 1926.” is considered falsifiable and hence check-
worthy (Jaradat et al. 2018; Gencheva et al. 2017; Hassan
et al. 2017), while “The royal family is a waste of taxpayers’
money.” is an unfalsifiable claim. A common fact-checking
pipeline would discard the latter type of claims being not
check-worthy nor easily verifiable (Augenstein 2021). Our
approach is not applied in any fact-checking pipeline, but
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can be seen as complementary, as annotators no longer need
to consider the veracity of claims, and instead only think
about underlying similarity in terms of views held by the in-
dividuals making the claims. Inspired by recent efforts for
capturing human notions of similarity that remain elusive
to state-of-the-art machine learning based representations
(Agarwal et al. 2007; Tamuz et al. 2011; van der Maaten
and Weinberger 2012), we introduce a new human-in-the-
loop machine learning problem of social media claim dis-
covery using SNaCK (Wilber et al. 2015). In doing so, we
aim to discover a clusters of claims that can subsequently
describe all facets of a debate. More specifically, this pa-
per presents a crowdsourcing framework with three stages
(Figure 1): (1) inferring core claims from comments (by ex-
perts), (2) triplet annotation for claim alignment (by annota-
tors) and (3) Use the text and alignments to learn an embed-
ding using SNaCK. We present a case study on a discussion
topic related to hygiene and present PAPYER , a dataset
containing claims related to the use of hand drying in pub-
lic restrooms (i.e., paper vs. air dryer). Results show that
our human-in-the-loop framework using SNaCK outperform
fully automatic methods based on large Transformer models.

Crowdsourcing Workflow for Claim Discovery
Previous research have shown the success of reframing the
complex task of human taste and intent into a similarity
problem using triplets (Jia et al. 2021; Wilber et al. 2015).
Following this spirit, we decompose this task into three in-
terconnected steps as described below:

Stage 1: Inferring Core Claims from Comments The
experts constructs a set of labels, structured as a tree, after
inspecting the dataset. The tree highlights the granularity of
claims, and every excerpt is assigned one of these labels.

Stage 2: Triplet Annotation for Claim Alignment We
frame our problem as gathering members for a debate team
and ask the annotators “who would be on the same side of a
debate on this topic?” to uncover a latent claim space. The
annotators are provided a grid UI (Wilber, Kwak, and Be-
longie 2014) containing 6 text snippets, 1 prompt and 5 op-
tions, and asked to select 2 out of 5 which would be on the
same side of a debate on this topic. We provide a simple way
to suggest text snippets: Embed the text excerpts using a pre
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Figure 1: A crowdsourcing workflow to discover and cluster unfalsifiable claims presented in text datasets.

trained transformer and sample the nearest 4 neighbours and
1 random. The text prompt is also drawn at random.

Stage 3: Learning from Text and Triplets After annota-
tion, the suggestions are converted from a grid to triplets and
we can learn to project the text excerpts to a 2D plane using
SNaCK. We utilise a pretrained transformer to first encode
the text after which SNaCK can be applied on this encoding
and the triplets by jointly projecting the transformer embed-
ding to 2D using t-SNE and uses the triplet constraints to
group the similar text excerpts using the t-STE.

Case Study: PAPYER
Study Design As a proof of concept, we construct a new
dataset that focuses on the topic of hand drying in public
restrooms. As discussions on this topic largely center on the
paper vs. air dryer debate, we name the dataset PAPYER .

We scrape Reddit for such comments, manually filter
them and split them into short text excerpts (1-2 sentences).
Based on the excerpts, we manually define 33 core claims
across 4 supercategories: 15 pro-paper towel, 9 pro-air dryer,
8 other (related to hand drying), and 1 for irrelevant (not
related to hand drying) and assign each except to one core
claim. The core claims are illustrated as a tree structure in
Figure 1. Additionally for this stage we made a pre-test
consisting of 5 questions where annotators had to select-
ing similar claims from the same topic. We then hired 50
crowd workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk as annota-
tors. Each worker annotated 12 HITS images and was paid
approximately $12 for one hour of work. We benchmark
this workflow against 7 baselines, consisting of LDA (Blei,
Ng, and Jordan 2003) topic models using pre-trained embed-
dings networks (Sia, Dalmia, and Mielke 2020; Thompson

and Mimno 2020) such as BERT and T5, and a mixture of
these inspired from (Steve Shao 2022), all of which are pro-
jected using either t-SNE (Van Der Maaten 2014) or UMAP
projections (McInnes, Healy, and Melville 2018). The ex-
pert labels are used to calculate the Triplet generalisation ra-
tio (TGR) and KNN generalisation ratio (KNNGR) (Wilber,
Kwak, and Belongie 2014).

Study Results Table 1 shows that the SNaCK and UMAP-
T5 achieve the highest triplet generalization and k-NN ratio
compared to the other baselines. From the KNNGR we find
that the LDA baseline is unable to cluster the core claims,
but in contrast, Figure 1 shows that incorporating human an-
notated triplets into the representation highlights interesting
clusters that obey the core claims.

Method TGR(↑) KNNGR (↑)

t-SNE-BERT 55.33± 1.55 14.30± 2.63
t-SNE-T5 58.93± 2.28 31.05± 3.24
UMAP-BERT 54.39± 1.32 15.91± 2.71
UMAP-T5 61.44± 2.61 33.44± 4.25
t-SNE-LDA 53.34± 0.51 7.31± 1.42
t-SNE-BERT-LDA 54.01± 2.47 8.17± 3.01
t-SNE-T5-LDA 52.56± 1.14 9.56± 3.54
SNaCK-T5 67.61± 1.13 33.11± 3.07

Table 1: Discovery of prevailing claims. All models are eval-
uated 10 times using 1 trained model (ratios × 100).
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